
Project Narrative

In late spring 2021, as COVID vaccines were becoming more readily available, and talk

was shifting toward lifting restrictions, Chief Executive Officer Matthew Bollerman and the

full-time staff met to discuss plans to increase guest engagement. It was clear from statistics

that visits to the library were down.  Together, a goal was set to increase weekly library visits by

20% overall by August 31, 2021.  Using the door counter, a benchmark number of 957 visits

was obtained the week of May 23-29, 2021.  This made the goal 1,148 visits each week.  Efforts

to draw more guests into the library began on Sunday, May 30, 2021.

With summer drawing closer, it was decided that a focused effort to promote the summer

reading club, Tails & Tales, would be the best way to proceed.  Tails & Tales was already

scheduled for June 28 - August 15, 2021 which fell right within the timeframe for working on this

goal.  An additional goal was set for enrollment in each of the three summer reading clubs;

children, teen and adult.  The goals were 300, 100 and 200, respectively.

The overarching premise of Tails & Tales was simple:  log books that were read in order

to be entered into a raffle to win a prize.  Each week, one participant from the children’s, teen,

and adult summer reading clubs who had logged a book would win a $25 gift certificate to a

local restaurant or business.  Guests’ chances of winning increased the more books they read

and logged.

However, in order to maximize visits, the staff purposefully designed the club this year in

a way that would encourage guests to come to the library each week throughout the summer to

participate in an activity or to pick up a giveaway.  To increase visits even further, this schedule

was staggered throughout the week.  Activities for the children’s reading club and giveaways for

the teen reading club were available each week beginning on Mondays, and giveaways for the

adult reading club could be collected on Thursdays.  Raffle winners were announced live each



Friday night at our Fridays Out Front events, a series of open-air concerts, outdoor movies and

miniature golf.

In keeping with the Tails & Tales theme, children participating in the summer reading club

could come to the library every week for a different safari-themed adventure.  In true safari spirit,

each of the seven adventures involved searching and observation.  There were three I Spy

window searches, two stuffed animal searches, a silhouette search and a “spot the difference”

challenge.  Kristen Marie commented on Facebook: “We loved the eye spy activity this summer!

Thanks!” Completion of each adventure earned children an animal pin for the lanyard they

received upon signing up for the club. A new animal pin that matched the weekly adventure

debuted each Monday, with three different designs to choose from. In addition, children received

a special prize at the end of the summer.

Teens were treated to a different weekly giveaway or activity throughout the summer.

On Twitter, a local elementary school PTA, @FBPTA1, tweeted “Sign up for the Summer

Reading club and pick up a free book for your children going into the 6th grade!  Free books

comes with two Duck Doughnuts!”  Free books and comics were plentiful, and could be used as

entries into the weekly gift card raffle, while a design-your-own-pin station allowed teens to show

their creative side.

For a fun spin on the Tails & Tales theme, the adult summer reading club was renamed

“Mocktails & Tales”.  At the start of the summer, all adults who registered received a Mason jar

glass with the imprint of the Hauppauge Library logo to use for their mocktails.  They also

received a magnet that promoted the Fridays Out Front events, and the ingredients to make

their first mocktail.  Each subsequent Thursday, registered guests could pick up a new mocktail

recipe and a little something special to make a literary-themed drink.  Some weeks, the

giveaway included most of the ingredients to make a simple mocktail to enjoy.  This was the

case for A Tale of Two Cit-teas (an Arnold Palmer), Jaws Juice (a tropical drink with gummy

sharks), Alice in Candyland Fizz (a cotton candy beverage) and A Wrinkle in Lime (a Moscow



Mule).  On Instagram, book_warehouse_of_riverhead_ny commented saying “That’s awesome!

Thanks for sharing!” in reaction to our Jaws Juice mocktail.  Other weeks, guests received a

more detailed recipe and a special treat like a bestseller or advance reader’s copy to keep, a

bonus raffle entry, or a custom-designed Mocktails & Tales bottle opener button.

In addition to information provided in our Summer 2021 newsletter, Tails & Tales was

heavily promoted in a focused email and social media campaign.  Every Sunday, between 4,762

and 5,361 guests received an email updating them on what each of the summer reading clubs

would be offering at the library beginning on Monday.   It also provided information about the gift

cards that would be given to raffle winners that week, the items in the Guessing Jar, and other

services available from the library.  Guests were also provided with links throughout the email to

join the summer reading club, or to log the books they had read.

Most of the library’s social media content between June 28, 2021 and August 15, 2021

was dedicated to Tails & Tales.  Facebook, Twitter and Instagram were used to share photos of

the weekly activities and giveaways with followers.  Strategically-timed posts would highlight the

mocktail of the week for adults, offer a peek at the children’s safari activity, and provide a

preview of the weekly pins and giveaways for teens. Even the library’s profile pictures would

change weekly to one of the images on the pins being given out in the children’s summer

reading club.  Keeping regular content about Tails & Tales in the social media feeds of guests

was a key component of the publicity of the summer reading club.

At the end of the seven weeks of the summer reading club, the Google form that

captured registration showed 346 children were signed up, as well as 135 teens and 285 adults.

These numbers exceed the goals the staff set at the beginning of the summer.  In fact, the 2021

sign-up for the adult reading club was the highest it had been in five summers, and sign-ups for

the children’s and teen clubs were comparable to what they had been pre-COVID.

Beginning mid-June, library visits began to climb steadily.  By the week ending on

Saturday, June 19, 2021, the goal of 1,148 visits was met.  As evidenced by the graph below,



visits continued to trend upward throughout the seven weeks of the summer reading club.  The

data suggests that weekly incentives were successful at increasing visits to the library.

Testimony from our guests also supports what the statistics show.  Kristen Marie said it best on

Facebook:  “We had so much fun today!  Thank you and see you next week!”



Project Participation

Implementation of the Tails & Tales Summer Reading Club was a collaborative effort that

the entire staff embraced wholeheartedly.  The ideas for the adult, teen and children’s reading

clubs were developed by the full-time staff, who also oversaw the weekly implementation of the

activities, delegated tasks to part-time staff and managed the email and social media

campaigns.

The entire library was decorated to celebrate the Tails & Tales theme.  Much of the

artwork and embellishments were handmade by the staff.  Large animal posters were printed on

the library’s oversize printer and hung on the outside windows on the front facade of the library

to welcome guests.  Once inside, hand-lettered signs in the vestibule greeted guests at the front

door.  Further inside the library, in the new item area known as “the hug”, a safari check-in

station was erected. This station served as a hub for Tails & Tales and a central location where

guests could pick up any materials for the children’s activity of the week, and submit their best

guess for the items in the weekly Guessing Jar. It was decked out with vines and burlap and

featured luggage and a directional signpost.  In other areas of the library, more vines and

monkeys hung from the ceiling,and doors were decorated to look like giraffes and tigers.  In the

children’s department, there was a photobooth area with a safari Jeep and cardboard cutouts of

a giraffe, zebra and elephant.  A column in the library was also transformed into a height chart

where guests could compare their height to that of different wild animals.

Shutterstock was used for most of the images selected for the pins given away in the

children’s reading club.  Once chosen, they were sized to fit a pin template developed by a staff

member using Photoshop.  After the artwork was printed, the staff would use a circular punch

and button maker to assemble approximately 200 pins every week.

Weekly safari adventure activities were also put together by the staff.  For three weeks of

the summer, different themed I Spy activities hung on the windows in the children’s department.



These were constructed using clear contact paper, crepe paper and construction-paper animals

made using the Ellison die-cut machine.  The Ellison machine was also used to make different

animals used in the Silhouette Search, which the staff later placed inside books in the Juvenile

Fiction section of the library.  Accompanying worksheets for these activities were created by the

staff using LibraryAware and Microsoft Word.

For Mocktails & Tales, the Information & Research Specialists and Guest Service

Specialists were asked to search the Internet for different mocktail recipes and submit them for

consideration.  Giveaways for four weeks of the adult summer reading club consisted of a

simple mocktail recipe, along with most of the ingredients to make it. Guests received a more

complicated recipe, sans ingredients, as one component of the giveaway during the remaining

three weeks of the club.  Each mocktail recipe was given a clever literary name following some

creative brainstorming by several staff members.

Recipes for each mocktail were typed and designed using LibraryAware.  When the

giveaway included the ingredients, the staff would staple the recipe to the outside of a paper gift

bag that contained most of what was needed inside. The staff put together between 96 and 150

giveaways of each drink, depending on the week.

When ingredients were not provided with the mocktail recipe, guests received another

treat instead.  During week three, guests could choose a bestselling book or an advanced

reader copy to keep.  These copies were generously donated by Baker & Taylor and the Suffolk

Cooperative Library System, and also won by the staff in publisher giveaways.  Inside each

book was a bookmark providing the reader with several readalikes and similar authors. The

readalikes were chosen by our Information & Research Specialists and the bookmarks were

made using LibraryAware.

As the final giveaway of the summer, the staff custom-designed the artwork for a unique

bottle opener button/magnet/keychain.  The final design incorporated an image of the Mason jar

glass from the week one giveaway with an image of a whale tale - literally Mocktails & Tales. In



lieu of pin backs, the button maker was outfitted with special bottle opener backs that also

featured a magnet.  Staff members made 100 bottle openers to wrap up the adult summer

reading club.

The staff’s active effort to implement Tails & Tales increased their investment toward its

success. Employees at the Guest Services Desk and Children and Teen Services were

instrumental at promoting the summer reading club.  As they interacted with guests, they

explained the club, offered to register guests and handed out the week’s giveaways.  Working

on the public floor, they were also able to see firsthand the number of children and families who

came in eager to participate in the new weekly activity and receive their new pin, or hear the

positive feedback from the adults who stopped in to pick up the latest mocktail.  All staff were

also able to view a chalkboard in the workroom that was updated daily with the number of

guests registered for each of the summer reading clubs.  Seeing these numbers steadily climb

over the summer was motivational as well.  The success of Tails & Tales was largely due to the

tremendous ongoing effort and excitement of the staff.


